#1 $_______ Limited Edition Allis-Chalmers D21 built for the 1988 Minnesota State Fair. It has an imprint & Original Box in nice shape.

#2 $_______ Ertl 1/16 Allis-Chalmers D19 Turbo Diesel w/ Duals made for the 1990 Minnesota State Fair.

#3 $_______ 1991 Summer Toy Show Allis 170 gas tractor by SpecCast. The toy has been displayed.

#4 $_______ Allis 443 Baler with pan, detailed knotters, pickup & chains.

#5 $_______ 1 of 2500 Allis 440 tractor built for the 40th Anniversary of Toy Tractor Times. Sells New in Box.

#6 $_______ Custom Allis-Chalmers 8-bottom Auto Reset plow w/ on-land hitch.

#7 $_______ D21 Series II w/ axle Duals made for the 1996 Farm Show. New in Box

#8 $_______ 1992 Indiana Farm Progress Show One-Ninety in Box

#9 $_______ “Orange Spectacular Show” Allis 782 chopper with 2 row 40” corn head, 6 1/2ft hay head & even comes with a hitch pin. 1 of 800!

#10 $_______ 1995 Toy Farmer Allis-Chalmers Two-Twenty FWA tractor with Duals, weights & Rollbar.

#11 $_______ Scale Models One-Ninety strapped in the original Blue box from 1992.

#12 $_______ “Orange Spectacular Show” Allis 330 6-row Planter with fertilizer, insecticide & pesticide boxes. It has plumbed hydraulics & realistic roller chains. 1 of only 800 made and sells New in Box.

#13 $_______ 40th Anniversary Toy Farmer Allis-Chalmers D21 w/ 3pt hitch, wheel weights & chrome grill. New in Box

#14 $_______ 1995 Summer Toy Show 7080. This is the 1st toy made by Ertl with Triples!

#15 $_______ 1 of 2500 Allis 190XT tractor w/ bar grill & console levers for 43rd Anniversary of the National Farm Toy Show. New in Box
#16 $________ Premier Edition Case IH 4994 with Duals & original Box. This toy is from 1986 and is a Big 1/16 Ertl product.

#17 $________ 1987 Denver Sales Meeting 7130 Magnum—this Introduced the MAGNUM!

#18 $________ Introduction of the MAXXUM: 1989 Kansas City Meeting 5130 w/ gray stack.

#19 $________ Chrome Dealer Award 5250 MAXXUM. Has the Black Roof & flawless finish!

#20 $________ 1990 Special Edition 5140 MAXXUM. This is the model chosen to depict the MFD tractors being built with 5.9 Cummins engines. A lot of these tractors are still Running with over 15,000 hours!

#21 $________ MINT! Never opened 5250 MAXXUM MFD tractor with Duals. This is a Collector Edition in a closed box from 1994.

#22 $________ Well-detailed 1/16 7140 MAGNUM built for Toy Tractor Times. It has a 3pt hitch, color coded controls & front weights. Sells New in Box

#23 $________ 1 of 150 Case IH 7250 MAGNUM Mark 50 Graphics built for the Mecum “Gone Farmin” auction.


#25 $________ 1 of 500 MX210 made for the Grand Opening of Outback Toys. New with Box and the Mirrors are still taped to the Roof.

#26 $________ 1 of 350 “Jim Irwin Tribute” MX255 given at the 2005 Sales Meeting.

#27 $________ 1996 Collector Edition Case IH Quadrac. This introduced the 9300 Series.

#28 $________ Limited Edition Case IH 9280 tractor with Triples all around. It was built for the 1994 Case IH Trade Fair by Scale Models.


#30 $________ 2004 Case IH STX500 articulated tractor with Duals all around. This was a New Item by Ertl in 2004 and sells Never out of the Foam.

#32 $____ Rare MM U tractor with picker. It has a few paint chips.

#33 $____ SpecCast MM U with New Idea hyd. loader.

#34 $____ Highly detailed MM Two Star dozer with drawbar & Hydro-shuttle. 1 lever steers each track—no brake pedals are needed. NIB

#35 $____ 4 Star Super gas tractor with brown belly, Ampli-Torq & 3pt hitch by SpecCast


#37 $____ Minneapolis Moline Model 400 4RW Planter with dry fertilizer, insecticide & pesticide boxes. It has detailed hydraulics and chain sprockets. New in Box

#38 $____ 1992 Summer Toy Show MM G940 tractor never out of the box. Scale Models 1/16 toy.

#39 $____ Toy Tractor Times MM G940 tractor w/ fuel tank fenders, cushioned seat, axle duals, 3pt and stacked front weights. New in Box for 33rd Anniversary.

#40 $____ Lafayette Toy Show MM G955 tractor with split head 451 diesel, bolt-on duals, 3pt & weights. New in Box.

#41 $____ Customized MM 5-shank V-Ripper w/ painted bolts

#42 $____ 1998 Canadian Farm Show G750 w/ original box.

#43 $____ 1987 Western Minnesota Steam Threshers Reunion edition Minneapolis Moline 2-cylinder steam engine.

#44 $____ 1 of 500 “Wheat Fed” MM G1000 Vista Pro Stock puller from Justison Farms of Butler, IL. It runs at 3,500 HP!

#45 $____ G1355 Propane tractor w/ bolt-on duals, free hanging weights, 3pt hitch & NIB from 2012.
#46 $______ 1 of 5,000 IH 5488 MFD w/ spaced Duals & gray stack in original box from 2002 to Celebrate 100 Years of Farmall!

#47 $______ 1984 Special Edition IH 5288 MFD tractor by Ertl in 1/16 scale.

#48 $______ Prestige Edition IH 5288 tractor with cab glass, color controls, 3pt & suitcase weights.

#49 $______ Farmall 1468 V8 tractor with Duals made for the 1995 Blue River Valley Show in Indiana. NIB

#50 $______ 1995 Lafayette Show Farmall 1468 V8 tractor with ROPS canopy, box & certificate. This is 1 of 2,000 that were made over 25 years ago.

#51 $______ 1976 IH Farmall 1586 with Duals. This is the red, white & black box that has the children playing. The box is a little rough.

#52 $______ 1 of 1,000 IH Farmall 1568 with ROPS canopy. This was the 1st Toy ever produced for WI Farm Progress Days and sells in unopened box from 1994.

#53 $______ 30th Anniversary IH Farmall 1086 with “Red Power” and IH branding iron logos.

#54 $______ 21st Anniversary of Toy Tractor Times IH Farmall 1086 with Cab, spaced Duals, die-cast rims & suitcase weights. Sells New in Box

#55 $______ Prestige Edition IH Farmall 1486 with detailed cab, axle duals, 3pt hitch & suitcase weights. The engine is well detailed with all filters and fill caps painted separately. New in Box

#56 $______ Ertl #463 IH Farmall 1586 tractor in pink box. Original Shopko price tag is $11.99

#57 $______ Huge 1/8 Scale Models IH Farmall 1466 Blackstripe tractor.

#58 $______ Prestige Edition IH Farmall 1566 with Elwood MFD, Duals & cab glass. New in Box

#59 $______ Prestige Edition IH Farmall 856 diesel tractor with wheel weights, suitcase weights, 2-color seat with armrests, s/n tag & 3pt hitch.

#60 $______ 1990 Special Edition 1066 depicting the unique 5,000,000th IH tractor built: white paint, chrome rims & graphics.
#61 $______ 1 of 120 Worldwide! Probably 1 of a Handful in the US: 2012 Rickerby Toy Show “For Your Eyes Only” Jaguar 950 chopper. It is Mint Condition—not Displayed. NIB

#62 $______ 100 Year Centennial for Claas special edition Axion 950 MFD tractor. This is 1 of 500 produced and was not taken out of box since 2013.

#63 $______ 1 of 500 Claas Jaguar 970 chopper w/ 10 row corn head. These were Sold Out at 2019 Agritechnica.

#64 $______ 1 of 1,000 Wiking Claas Lexion 780 Terra Trac combine in CAT Yellow paint. Has a 40ft head.

#65 $______ 1 of 1500 Fendt 720 MFD Tractor w/ take-off front & rear Duals by ROS.

#66 $______ 1 of 300 Krone Big X 1180 black & silver Chopper w/ folding 12 row corn head, hay head & (2) spout variations.

#67 $______ Claas Axion 840 tractor with front & rear duals and Holaras 16ft pack blade.

#68 $______ 1 of 470 Massey Ferguson Ideal 9T combine with TrakRide, folding auger, 12R30 folding corn head & 40ft draper head. Highly detailed by ROS.

#69 $______ 1 of 350 “Stotz” edition Jaguar chopper to Honor the Largest Custom Operator in Germany.

#70 $______ Fendt 936 pack tractor from Germany’s 2nd largest Custom Operator: Osters & Vob—they run 21 Choppers & 90 Pack Tractors! 1 of 999 by Wiking. NIB

#71 $______ Case IH Maxxum 150 MFD with Claas round baler & wrapper.

#72 $______ 1 of 1500 red metallic 7120 Magnum from 2019 Agritechnica to mark 30 years of European “profi” farm magazine.

#73 $______ Precision Case IH STX450 w/ triples, medallion & box.

#74 $______ Versatile 310 w/ Amazone planter.

#75 $______ Versatile 500 tractor w/ 32ft Landoll VT disk & rolling baskets.
#76 $______ German “John Deere Lanz” 2-sided porcelain sign that measures 23”x15” and is in Very High Condition.

#77 $_______ European John Deere 8600i Chopper with rotary corn head & windrow pickup.

#78 $_______ 1/32 Ertl/Britains JD 7730 MFD tractor with 535 discbine.

#79 $_______ 1/50 scale (Construction Scale) JD 9620 tractor New in Box by Athearn.

#80 $_______ HUGE 1/16 Prestige JD S780 Combine with 30ft bean head & 12R30 corn head


#82 $_______ John Deere 8650 articulated 4 wheel drive tractor with Duals all around.

#83 $_______ Prestige John Deere 4255 MFD tractor with axle duals, suitcase weights and extra cab details. New in Box

#84 $_______ 1 of 100 Prestige JD 5010 made for the Albert City Threshermen Show.

#85 $_______ 1 of 252 JD 5010 to celebrate 95 Years of WNAX radio & farm broadcasting. It has the signature of Michelle Rook, the farm director. New in Box.

#86 $_______ John Deere 5020 diesel standard tractor with round fenders and platform front shrouds. It has 1 hole for a muffler and 1 dash lever.

#87 $_______ 2001 Toy Farmer John Deere 4520 diesel with Rol-Gard cab & interior detail, Goodyear tires and stacked front weights.

#88 $_______ Prestige JD 720 tractor with winterfront, wheel weights and 3pt hitch.

#89 $_______ Prestige 1/16 JD 45 Roundback combine with #10 2RW corn head. Sells Mint in Box.

#90 $_______ Gold John Deere A tractor with Driver to honor Ertl's original toy chosen as “The Toy of the Century”..
#91 $______ 1947-1949 Original Tonka Toy Transport cabover semi truck with solid wheels & Mound Metalcraft, Mound, Minn. Decal.

#92 $______ No. 5 Fire Truck w/ hose hydrant. This is a Suburban Pumper from 1957.

#93 $______ 1960 No. 5 Hydraulic ladder fire truck that works.

#94 $______ Civil Defense Rescue Squad w/ ladder from 1960.

#95 $______ Minty 1955 Steel Carrier semi tractor/trailer.

#96 $______ 1959 Copper color pickup with stake side trailer.

#97 $ ______ 1960 “AA” Wrecker with chrome grill & gloss white paint!

#98 $______ Tonka Army dozer, personnel carrier, pickup & assorted Jeeps.

#99 $______ 1963 No. 530 Camper.

#100 $______ Tonka No. 2460 Jeepster Runabout with boat & trailer and nice Original Box.

#101 $______ Red & Blue hydraulic dump truck from 1961—Nice!

#102 $______ Tonka Farms set from 1959.

#103 $______ Choice of Tonka “State Hi-Way Dept” vehicles including custom truck!

#104 $______ 1957 metallic Dark Blue pickup Set w/ matching trailer & Red stakebed trailer

#105 $______ Tonka No. 435 Jeep wrecker with original box
#106 $_______ 1/16 BIG BUD 16V-747 Factory Version with 760HP & Power Shift. This model has its Box & was Not Displayed.

#107 $_______ 1/16 BIG BUD with Updates by Robert & Randy Williams. This depicts the Modern 900HP Version.

#108 $_______ Limited Edition Big Bud 16V-747 Factory & Modern Versions in 1/32 scale. Both are New in Box.

#109 $_______ Signature Edition 1/64 Big Bud 16V-747 Factory 760HP version.

#110 $_______ 1/64 900HP Modern Field version signed on the hood by each of the Williams Bros. of Big Sandy, Montana. New in Box.

#111 $_______ Gold 1/32 BIG BUD 525/84 w/ Duals & Box.

#112 $_______ Gold 1/32 BIG BUD 600/50 with Triples & Box.

#113 $_______ Gold 1/32 BIG BUD 525/50 w/ Duals & Box.

#114 $_______ BIG BUD #2 plane: 1932 Lockheed Vega Model 5 Hi-wing New in Box by SpecCast & only built in 1992.

#115 $_______ BIG BUD #1 plane: 1929 Travel Air lettered “Montana is Big Sky Country”. New in Box by SpecCast from 1992.

#116 $_______ 1/16 Ford-Versatile “Designation 6” 1156 tractor w/ duals all around. It has red planetarys and marigold yellow paint. Minty 1988 toy.

#117 $_______ “Lemon Top” 1/16 Scale Models 1156 that was built in 1987 when Versatile made them change to marigold paint.

#118 $_______ 1/16 Scale Models Steiger Panther CP-1400 tractor with duals all around. It has chrome decals & sells in High Condition from 1983.

#119 $_______ 50th Anniversary of the Steiger Factory in Fargo. This is a 1/16 Prestige Edition Wildcat with a CAT V8. New in Box.

#120 $_______ 1 of 2500 1/16 “Wild About Steiger” Panther tractor with panther graphics and iconic stacked circles hood ornament. Sells New in Box and a file photo was used here.
1987 Case L Standard gas tractor.

Case 10-20 3 wheeled tractor with a cross engine. These were built from 1915-22. Sells New in Box from the 1993 Case Trade Show.

175th Anniversary Case steam engine in gun-metal Chrome. It sells New in Box & has detailed gauges, whistles & pulleys.

SpecCast “Honest Abe” resin eagle statue in a bright bronze finish. New in Box


Case steam engine with roof built by Scale Models in 1990 & has seal of Joseph L. Ertl attached.

Millennium Farm Classics edition Case Steam Traction Engine that has never been taken out of the box since 1999.

1988 Scale Models Case 9-18 tractor on steel made from 1916-18

Case 20-40 tractor that was built from 1912-19. This is a 1985 Scale Model w/ seal.

1987 Case L Standard gas tractor.

Case 10-20 3 wheeled tractor with a cross engine. These were built from 1915-22. Sells New in Box from the 1993 Case Trade Show.

1 of 1,000 WI Farm Technology Days Case DC with Case 8ft grain drill. This was the 2009 Toy for the Dodge County event & sells NIB.

50th Anniversary Case 830 diesel with Case o-matic transmission. New in Box

Precision 1/16 Case 1030 Comfort King Western Special with weight stack. NIB

1 of 150 Mecum one Farmin Case 970 Black Night

160th Anniversary of Case Collector Edition 970 Demo

1997 Toy Tractor Times Anniversary Case Agri King 1175 in Desert Sunset & Power Red.
#136 $______ 1 of 150 Mecum “Gone Farmin” Ford 881 Gold Demonstrator. It has a lot of precision details and sells NIB.

#137 $______ Scale Models 1/12 Ford 900 tractor built on the Hubley dies.

#138 $______ “The Commander” Ford 6000 Light Super Stock puller by Hootman Custom Tractors of Corfu, NY. 1 of 500 made

#139 $______ Ertl 1/12 Ford TW-15 with Duals. The box is Dusty.

#140 $______ Scale Models 1/16 Ford 8730 w/ 3pt & Duals. New in Box

#141 $______ Ford 680 Chopper with 2RW corn & 6 1/2ft hay head. NIB


#143 $______ 1 of 1,000 Fordson Dexta in metallic paint. This is the 1957 Launch Edition at Alexandra Palace. NIB

#144 $______ 1 of 2,500 Ford County Super 4 “Last off the Line” 4WD. 1/16 model w/ base & has been displayed.


#146 $______ 1997 Toy Farmer New Holland 8260 MFD that was never taken out of the box.

#147 $______ 1 of 1,000 Ford New Holland 8360 Gemini built for the 2000 WI Farm Progress Show. NIB

#148 $______ Ertl 1/32 New Holland CR9060 Dealer Edition combine w/ 30ft bean head & 12R30 corn head. New in Box

#149 $______ 2019 Prestige NH T8.435 with front & rear duals in metallic blue paint. The swing out warning lights are still taped to the toy. New in Box

#150 $______ Farm Show 1/64 Toys: Heritage Collection Ford 8970 & T8.435, “25 Years of Genesis” T8.435 in Maserati blue & FR920 Chopper with both heads. All sell New in Boxes
#151 $______ 1 of 1,000 WI Farm Technology Days Oliver 77 Diesel with Raydex plow on base.

#152 $________ Oliver Super 77 Diesel with 2 row Cultivator, corn shields & plumbed hydraulics. New in Box

#153 $________ Oliver Super 88 tractor with #74-H mounted picker. Excellent details on husking beds

#154 $________ Oliver 540 4RW planter w/ Gandy applicators. New in Box

#155 $________ 1 of 1,000 WI Farm Technology Days Oliver 1600 w/ Picker.

#156 $________ 1 of 252 Cockshutt 1800 gas tractor made for 93 Years of WNAX Radio in Indiana. New in Box

#157 $_______ 1 of 200 Cockshutt 1650 FWA made for the 10th Anniversary Marshall FFA Toy Show.

#158 $________ Cockshutt 1950-T FWA with weights, duals & Hiniker Cab. Made for the 20th Anniversary of the National Farm Toy Museum. New in Box

#159 $_______ 2003 Summer Toy Show Oliver 1555 tractor with narrow front & Hiniker 1300 cab. Sells New in Box

#160 $_______ 1994 Sugar Valley Toy Show in Fargo Collector Edition #1 Cockshutt 1655 diesel w/ duals, Canopy & original box.

#161 $______ #15 of 250 WNAX Radio Oliver 1955 FWA w/ weights & fender fuel tanks w/ Canopy & CAT 3208. New in Box
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#166 $______1998 Norscot Claas 85E Challenger from Europe. This was the marketing agreement with CAT for track tractors in exchange for Lexion combines being sold by CAT dealers in North America.

#167 $______Claas Jaguar 695 MEGA Chopper with 4 row corn head. This is a German made toy still in Box.

#168 $______1999 Norscot Jaguar 880 chopper with hay head & original box.

#169 $______Throwback Deutz D60 05 4WD tractor with Loader by Universal Hobbies. New in Box.

#170 $______Deutz Agro Xtra 6.07 with front & rear discines by Siku.

#171 $______Siku German-made Deutz-Fahr M36.10 combine. NIB

#172 $______Deutz DX 4.70 with triple land roller.

#173 $______Fendt Xylon forestry tractor by Siku - Germany. New in Box.

#174 $______Fendt 308S tractor w/ Loader & Bale Wrapper. Siku - Germany and NIB.

#175 $______Fendt Xylon automatic Hay Loader. German Siku

#176 $______MB Unimog with Amazone fertilizer spreader. New in Box by Siku - Germany.

#177 $______1/32 Mercedes MB-trac 800 with Hay Wagon. NIB by Siku

#178 $______MF 4270 tractor with Deutz automatic Hay Loader. German Siku

#179 $______Steyr tractor with Deutz chopper & Hyd dump wagon by Siku.

#180 $______Siku 1/32 Wuhlmaus 2733 potato harvester Made in Germany. NIB.
#181 $_____ 1st Gear 1/25 IH 433 Pay Scraper w/ dual engines and wrapped in 24 KT Gold. Outstanding Detail & almost 20" long. New in Box

#182 $_____ 1st Gear Pay Scraper in Yellow

#183 $_______ US Forest Service “Fire Dozer” IH TD-25 with precision detail. NIB by 1st Gear

#184 $_______ 1st Gear IH 560 Pay Loader. NIB

#185 $_______ IH TD-25 w/ scarifier & perfectly covered in 24 KT Gold w/ C.O.A.

#186 $_______ 1st Gear 1/25 TD-25 Dozer with scarifier in Construction Yellow & New in Box

#187 $_______ IH Dozer with sheep's foot compactor. Over 500 pieces in this Model!

#188 $_______ IHTD-14 w/ Hyd. Dozer, front pump and metal tracks.

#189 $_______ SpecCast 1/16 highly detailed replica of a 1935 Allis-Chalmers Model K gas crawler w/ crank start & metal pads. Sells New in Box

#190 $_____ 1950's Bantam C-35 Shovel w/ fully rigged cables, winches & metal pads.

#191 $_____ Bantam C-35 Cable Backhoe. These were built in Waverly, Iowa.

#192 $_______ 1999 WI Farm Progress Show Toy Bobcat 763 & Melroe M-200 skid steers. NIB

#193 $_______ “Team Rubicon” Disaster Relief Case SV340 skid steer. These were sold at CONEXPO 2017 to help raise funds for this Excellent Cause.

#194 $_______ CAT 297 D2 track loader w/ 4700# lift.

#195 $_______ 1st Gear IH TD-14 with incredible Pipe Layer.
1 of 3 1958 Ferguson 20’s turned into SnowCats for Sir Edmund Hillary’s expedition to the South Pole.

1 of 2500 Ferguson TED-40 made by Universal Hobbies. (2) 20’s were joined in 1949 to make this real 4 wheel drive tractor.

1 of 1,000 Sheboygan County Farm Tech Days M 22 with New Idea 7ft mower

1 of 300 MF 65 with gold belly Perkins & Loader for PA Farm Show.

Rare MF 1100 gas tractor to honor 1,500 tractors Crossing Mackinac Bridge in 2018.

MF 640 6R30” Planter w/ insecticide & pesticide boxes.

1 of 252 WNAX radio Massey 1150 w/ Perkins V8, duals, weights & 3pt hitch.

1/16 Ertl MF 850 Combine still in the box from 1988.

Siku 1/32 Farm Set with MF 9240 tractor. This is a German made toy set.

German Siku MF 284S with 3pt milk can platform. The Box is MINT & Unopened.

Firestone Wheels of Time MF 1150 V8 w/ 20.8-38 duals, operator controls & 20ft wing disk. NIB

Toy Farmer MF 1155 “Spirit of America” with certificate, medallion & box.

1 of 1,000 MF 8690 US Flag tractors by Universal Hobbies for 2013 Shows

MF 8740S with Pottinger Nova-cat V10 triple mowers

German Siku MF 9240 with Kaweco slurry-curtain tanker.
#211 $______ 1 of 750 Allis-Chalmers WC tractor with Driver. It is a special Bronze finish for 75 Years of Ertl Toys! NIB
#212 $_______ 1/16 SpecCast Allis 6080 MFD tractor w/ glass cab & realistic controls.
#213 $_______ 1985 Deutz-Allis 8030 tractor with duals in original box by Ertl/Kidde.
#214 $_______ AGCO Allis Intro 9650 from 1993 Dealer Meeting. Sells NIB by Scale Models.
#215 $_______ 1997 Louisville Farm Show AGCO Allis 9815 w/ 3pt hitch & weights.
#216 $_______ 1 of 500 resin replica of “The Legacy” AGCO SuperStock owned by the Shrameks.
#217 $_______ 1 of 1,000 Kewaunee Co. Farm Tech Gehl 800 Chopper w/ Hyd. Controls.
#218 $_______ 1 of 500 Gehl 700 Chopper with both heads & Manual spout control. NIB
#219 $_______ 1998 Louisville Farm Show Bush Hog 2615 Legend folding 15ft batwing mower. NIB
#220 $_______ Custom 1/16 Killbros gravity box on running gear w/ wood extension & swinging Fertilizer auger.
#221 $_______ 1/32 McCormick X7.6 ProDrive tractor by ReplicAgri. New in Box
#222 $_______ 1 of 1,000 MarGe Models 40,000th Jaguar on TerraTracks. It has a folding 10 row corn head & sells New in Box.
#223 $_______ German Siku Renault 145-14 Turbo tractor w/ Claas small baler.
#224 $_______ 25,000th Jaguar Chopper that has never been taken out of the Box.
#225 $_______ Landini Serie 7-215 Dual Power MFD tractor with Display base.
#226 $______ 1 of 300 “After Midnight” Super Modified 2WD

#227 $______ 1 of 300 Rhino Ag black-wrap puller that ran in the Final Pull of 2019 to honor the loss of John & Brenda Mumma.

#228 $______ 1/24 diecast cars & trucks made for the 43rd thru 46th Iola Car Show—all Limited & NIB.

#229 $______ Matchbox Disneyland playset w/ vehicles.

#230 $______ Nylint Husky Michigan Crane w/ black cab.

#231 $______ 1 of 200 PA Farm Show 1/64 KW hauler.

#232 $______ Highway 61 1946 GMC grain truck in 1/16 scale. It is a very detailed Replica w/ operating hoist & 6cyl motor.

#233 $______ 1950’s Marx NY Central Pacemaker electric train set in original box.

#234 $______ Lionel Type SW transformer w/ original box.

#235 $______ Vintage Marx train accessories.

#236 $______ Matchbox Disneyland playset w/ vehicles.


#239 $______ 1962 Tonka Airlines luggage tug w/ trailer & plastic suitcases.

#240 $______ Tonka “Ser-Vi-Car” Cushman cart. This is a 1st Year with red lettering from 1962.
#241 $______ Case IH Trade Fair limited edition belt buckles.

#242 $_______ 1980’s buckles from dealerships, Case IH/FFA, Toy Farmer & Final IH tractor.

#243 $_______ 1996 Collector Edition Case 1170 Black Knight w/ duals & never taken out of the box.

#244 $_______ Collector Series #1 Case 2390 in original box. An Early 1979 toy with wrong color steps.

#245 $_______ April 1979 Collector Series Case 2590 with silver muffler & original box. The plastic pellets were also the wrong mix for these steps and were later corrected in production.

#246 $_______ 1 of 150 Prestige Case 2594 tractor with cab glass, axle duals & suitcase weights. This is the 175th Anniversary Case model selected as the 2019 Mecum Gone Farmin’ Show Tractor for the Davenport auction.

#247 $_______ 1 of 400 Pennsylvania Farm Show Case International 2594 w/ cab glass, duals, 3pt hitch & suitcase weights. NIB

#248 $_______ 1 of 2,000 Universal Hobbies 1/16 Case IH 1455 MFD European model.

#249 $_______ 1990 Case IH 5130 MAXXUM MFD with small front tires in original box.

#250 $_______ Case IH 7130 MFD by Ertl.

#251 $_______ 1 of 252 WNAX Radio/Le Mars Toy Store Exclusive “Mark 50” 7250 MAGNUM that is New in Box.

#252 $_______ 1/32 Dealer Edition MAGNUM 305 in box.


#254 $_______ 1/16 Prestige Edition “Black Chrome Chaser” of the AFS Connect MAGNUM 400 tractor. It has great cab detail, front & rear duals & sells New in Box.

#255 $_______ 1/16 Ertl Case IH STX 375 Quadrac toy that sells New in Box from 2001.
#256 $_____ 1985 Scale Models IH “Titan” Type D 30-60 tractor—made in Milwaukee.

#257 $_____ 1913-1918 IH “Mogul” 12-25 2cyl opposed gas or kerosene tractor w/ 1985 J.E. lead seal.

#258 $_____ 1991 Illinois Farm Progress F-12 Farmall on steel & never taken out of Scale Models box.

#259 $_____ 1995 Farm Progress 1/8 scale Farmall M tractor w/ aluminum muffler & Mint condition.

#260 $_____ 1989 McCormick WD-9 standard tractor in original box.

#261 $_____ 20th Red Power Round-up International W-400 diesel standard tractor with Incredible engine detail & original box.

#262 $_____ 1/16 SpecCast IH #82 pull type Combine in highly detailed resin. Sells with No Damage in original box.

#263 $_____ 1 of 1,000 Green County Farm Tech Days IH 340 Utility with 251 fast hitch planter.

#264 $_____ 1985 Special Edition Farmall 350 tractor that sells Like New with Ertl closed box.

#265 $_____ 20th Annual Canadian Farm Show Farmall 450 with fast hitch & medallion.

#266 $_____ 1 of 100 Caledonia FFA Farmall 504 with front weights, wheel weights, TA, cushion seat & 3pt.

#267 $_____ 1996 Collector Edition Farmall 560. This is the Big 1/8 size by Scale Models and has never been taken out of the box.

#268 $_____ Precision Farmall 560 with 2-MH corn picker. These were built from 1957-64.

#269 $_____ 1997 Summer Toy Show Farmall 1026 Hydro Plow Tractor w/ in-furrow single.

#270 $_____ Land of Lincoln Toy Show Golden Demonstrator 1456 Turbo custom built by Calvin Elder.